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John 21:25 (MSG): "There are so many other things Jesus did. If they were all written down, each of
them, one by one, I can’t imagine a world big enough to hold such a library of books."
I saw Gold Pens falling out of Heaven onto the earth as though they were being thrown by the angels like
javelins into the hands of unknown people. I saw these pens turning into spears and swords as they fell
into these hands. As their fingers began to write, books, songs, and poetry were becoming lethal
weapons to war against the enemy!
Psalm 144:1 was being activated throughout the earth:
Blessed be the LORD my Rock,
Who trains my hands for war,
And my fingers for battle
(NKJV)
Huge Warehouses in Heaven
In the Spirit I saw huge warehouses in Heaven that appeared to be full of books, songs, and poetry.
I noticed these books had no titles on their covers or any words written on their pages. These were
wordless books, blank bundles of sheet music, and empty pages of poetry stacked high to the ceiling.
A sign was over the huge door that read: "Stationery to be released and published in the last final
hour upon the earth." I heard the Father give a command to the angels. "Empty those warehouses
and deliver it to the earth! There are books yet to be written, new songs yet to be sung, poetry yet
to be recited that will woo hearts back to Me!"
“Drop the pens down first and empty those warehouses!" I heard the Father say, "I'm releasing a
Scribe Anointing upon the earth!"
In the Spirit I saw as though the Grand Canyon itself was becoming one of the many distribution centers
filling up like a huge library in the earth filled with testimonies, books, songs, and poems. Then angels
would swoop down and carry these writings to God-given destinations; to saints and sinners in many
parts of the earth! I saw the seas and waters of the earth being covered with writings and literature
floating upon them. The Glory of God upon these waters from the writings would actually change water
currents and carry them to places where man was unable to go!
I sensed the Lord Himself was going into marketing His material that He was releasing to the earth
into hands that were being inspired to write by the Holy Spirit. I sensed the Father had great
desire to literally fill the earth to let the whole world know what great things He hath done for His
people.
"The Lord sent His word and great was the company of those who published it!" Is there a book in
you? A song stirring in your heart? Poetry that keeps coming to the surface? Perhaps the Lord is
calling you this hour to pick up your pen!
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